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Hackers who gain network access will be caught by NetTrap when they probe the internal network or report to the C2 
server. NetTrap can detect and catch potential threats within the network, suppress the spread of malicious programs 
and activity within the network, and at the same time intercept malicious external connection attempts.

Detect internal infection spread and block malicious external connections

Catch Threats with
Deception Technology

NetTrap

Simulate a range of network services and devices 
like general hosts, server hosts, databases, NAS, IoT 
Devices, printers, IP surveillance cameras, etc. to lure 
hackers in and expose their whereabouts.

Mimic Devices & Catch ThreatsMimic Devices & Catch Threats

The malicious domain name list is auto-updated 
regularly which greatly reduces the need to maintain 
a complex connection list on-site.

Automatic Threat UpdatesAutomatic Threat Updates

DNS ProtectionDNS Protection

From regular reports to emergency alerts, network 
administrators can get emails with up-to-the-minute 
statistics, including the total numbers of blocklisted 
IPs, received packets, and malicious IPs triggered. 
Furthermore, alerts can be exported using sysloginterface 
for comprehensive investigation and analysis. 

Up-to-the-Minute AlertingUp-to-the-Minute Alerting

Our customized technology is the perfect trapping system: set up a comprised set of 
isolated data to entice hackers and catch potential threats.

NetTrap

Block Connections to Known Malicious SitesCatch Internal Threats
(Detect Lateral Movement of Malware in LAN)

Email Alert NotificationsDoH/DoT Proxy 

Latest Attacks / AlertsDetailed Reporting Analysis

•    Automatically protect employees and internal systems from 
connecting to malicious websites and stop them from 
becoming springboard hosts or getting ransomware — 
all with a block list of over one million.

•    DoH/DoT (DNS over HTTPS/TLS) can be used to avoid 
DNS resolution requests from being eavesdropped 
or modified in order to improve the level of network 
security and privacy.
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